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We consider an integro-differential equation which arises in linear viscoelastic-
ity. By making use of an equivalent inner product, it is shown that the underlying
contraction semigroup is exponentially stable. We also show that the finite dimen-
sional semigroups arising from a known approximation scheme are uniformly
exponentially stable. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
When considering mathematical models for damped elastic structures,
one topic of interest is the stability behavior of solutions. Physical consid-
erations namely, the simple observation that a vibrating structure, if left
.alone, will stop vibrating suggest that an appropriate linear model should
exhibit some type of exponential stability behavior. Further, it is often
desirable that finite dimensional approximations of these systems should
inherit this exponential stability behavior. In this paper we will consider
these issues for a particular damping model, namely Boltzmann type linear
viscoelasticity. First we mention that there are many reasonable linear
 w xmodels for damping in elastic systems in 21, 22 Russell discusses this
.issue, comparing various damping models for elastic systems , and the
stability issue has been the subject of much investigation. For example,
w x w xChen 3 and later Lagnese 14 used Liapunov functions to show exponen-
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tial stability for a wave equation with boundary damping. For thermoelas-
tic systems, several authors have studied stability behavior, using a variety
w x w xof techniques 13 . There has been a Liapunov function approach in 10 ,
w x w xspectral analysis via a Riesz basis in 11, 15 , and in 16, 17 an approach
using a semigroup-theoretic result in which stability follows from bounding
the resolvent of the generator along the imaginary axis for versions of the
w x. w xresult see 9, 12, 20 . In 17, 18 the authors also addressed the issue of
preserving stability behavior under approximation. For linear viscoelastic
w xmodels, exponential stability has been investigated in 4, 17 , and this type
of model will be the subject of consideration in this paper. More specifi-
cally, we consider the following integro-differential equation in a Hilbert
space H:
0
u t q A Eu t q a u u t q u du s f t . 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .È ÇH
yr
Here A is a positive definite, self-adjoint unbounded operator on H, and
 .f t is a locally integrable H-valued function. Also, E is a positive constant
 .  . u  .and r satisfies 0 F r - `. The function a u satisfies a u s H g j dj ,yr
 w x.and we assume that g is a so-called weakly singular kernel see 7 . That
 .  . 1 .  . 1is, g satisfies g u ) 0 for yr - u - 0, g u g L yr, 0 , g u g H yr,
.  .ya for all a ) 0, and g 9 u G 0 for yr - u - 0. An example of such a
 .  lu < < p.weakly singular kernel is g u s c e r u for 0 F p - 1, c ) 0, l ) 0.
w x  .Following ideas in 4, 7, 23 , it is straightforward to reformulate 1.1 as
an abstract Cauchy problem
x t s Ax t q F t 1.2 .  .  .  .Ç
on X, for an appropriate choice of A and X this is discussed in Section
. w x2 . It is known 8 that A generated a strongly continuous contraction
 . w xsemigroup T t . The authors of 8 also develop a semidiscrete approxima-
 .  .tion scheme for 1.1 and 1.2 and provide convergence results for the
scheme. Specifically, the approximation scheme leads naturally to con-
N . w xstruction of finite dimensional semigroups T t , and it is shown in 8 that
N .  .  .T t ª T t in an appropriate sense. In this paper, we show that T t is
exponentially stable that is, there exists M G 1 and v ) 0 such that
5  .5 yv t . N .T t F Me for all t G 0 , and also that the semigroups T t areX
uniformly exponentially stable that is, there exists M G 1 and v ) 0 such
5 N .5 yv t .that T t F Me for all t G 0 and all sufficiently large N . TheX
method of proof is based on finding an appropriate inner product which is
equivalent to the original energy inner product. These results are new
 w xrelated results in 18 are for a Volterra integro-differential equation
formulation of the viscoelastic model, as compared to our delay equation
.  .approach , and this is to the authors knowledge the first use in the
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literature of the ``equivalent inner product method'' to address the uniform
stability issue for the viscoelastic models. This method, of using an equiva-
lent inner product to analyze stability behavior of a semigroup and
uniform stability for a sequence of approximating semigroups, has also
w xbeen successfully applied to delay equations 5 and weakly damped elastic
w xsystems 6 .
2. EXPONENTIAL STABILITY OF THE SOLUTION
SEMIGROUP
 .In this section we first recall the details as to how Eq. 1.1 is reformu-
 .lated as the abstract Cauchy problem 1.2 . We then introduce an equiva-
lent inner product and use it to prove the exponential stability result. To
proceed, recall that since A is positive definite and self-adjoint, it has a
positive definite, self-adjoint square root. We can define a Hilbert space V
1r2  :  1r2by V s dom A , with inner product defined by u, ¨ s A u,V
1r2 :A ¨ . It follows that V is densely and continuously imbedded in H, andH
5 5 2 5 5 2that there exists K ) 0 such that u F K u for all u g V. Next, letH V1 1
2  .W s L yr, 0; V be the Hilbert space of all weighted square integrableg
functions with values in V, equipped with the norm
02 25 5 5 5w s g u w u du . .  .W H V
yr
Let X denote the Hilbert space X s V = H = W equipped with the norm
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2u , ¨ , w s E u q ¨ q w , . X V H W
and compatible energy inner product
 :  :  :u , ¨ , w , f , c , g s E u , f q ¨ , c .  . X V H
0  :q g u w u , g u du . .  .  .H V
yr
 .   .  .  .  ..If we introduce the state function x t s u t , u t , u t y u t q u ,Ç
 .  w x .then 1.1 can be reformulated as see 7 for more details
x t s Ax t q 0, f t , 0 . .  .  . .Ç
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Here the operator A is defined on the domain
w is locally absolutely continuous,¡ ¦
dwu q ¨ g W , ¨ g V , w 0 s 0 .~ ¥dom A s g X : ,du¨ /w 0




A u , ¨ , w s ¨ , yA Eu q g u w u du , ¨ q . 2.1 .  .  .  .H /duyr
w xThe following well-posedness result is proved in 8 .
THEOREM 2.1. The operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly
 .continuous semigroup of contractions T t on X.
5  .5Hence it follows that T t F 1 for all t G 0. But, because of theX
 .Boltzmann-type viscoelastic damping in the model 1.1 , it is physically
 .reasonable to expect that T t is an exponentially stable semigroup. This
result would follow immediately from the Lumer]Phillips theorem see
w x.19 if one could show that A satisfies an inequality of the form
 : 5 5 2Re Ax , x F yv x ; x g D A . 2.2 .  .X X
w x  :In fact, in 8 it is shown that A satisfies Re Ax, x F 0, but the strongerX
 .inequality 2.2 is not true in the original energy inner product. Our idea is to
 :  . find an equivalent inner product ? , ? for which 2.2 holds two innere
.products are equivalent if their compatible norms are equivalent . Once
 .  .this is verified, it follows by Lumer]Phillips that T t is exponentially
5  .5 yv t.stable in the equivalent norm T t F e and hence in the originale
5  .5 yv t.norm T t F Me . Further, as will be seen in the next section, thisX
equivalent inner product will be useful in showing uniform exponential
stability for a sequence of approximating semigroups.
To this end, let us introduce the following sesquilinear form on X
 .which we will verify is in fact an equivalent inner product on X :
s u , ¨ , w , f , c , g .  . .
 :  :  :w xs a u , ¨ , w , f , c , g q a ¨ , f q u , c .  . X H H1 2




 . u  .Recalling that a u s H g j dj , and that g ) 0, g 9 G 0, it follows fromyr
 .  .the mean value theorem for integrals that a u F rg u . Thus the integrals
 .in 2.3 are well defined. Conditions on the weights a , a , a will be1 2 3
specified later. For now it is only assumed that they are all positive real
numbers. Next we observe that
s u , ¨ , w , u , ¨ , w .  . .
025 5  :  :s a u , ¨ , w q 2a Re u , ¨ y 2a a u Re w u , ¨ du .  .  .X H H H1 2 3
yr
2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s a u , ¨ , w q a u q a ¨ y a u y a ¨ . ’ ’X H H H1 2 2 2 2
0 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5q a u a w u y a ¨ y a w u y a ¨ du .  .  .’ ’H H H H /3 3 3 3
yr
02 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G a u , ¨ , w y a K u y a ¨ y a a u du ¨ .  .X V H H H1 2 1 2 3
yr
0 25 5y a K r g u w u du . 2.4 .  .  .H V3 1
yr
0  . Since H a u du - `, it follows that if a is sufficiently large comparedyr 1
.  .  .. 5 .5 2to a , a , K , and r then s u, ¨ , w , u, ¨ , w G K u, ¨ , w forX2 3 1 2
 :some K ) 0. Hence we can define an inner product ? , ? on X bye2
 .  .:  .  ..u, ¨ , w , f, c , g s s u, ¨ , w , f, c , g . The compatible norm ise
given by
5 5 2 5 5 2  :u , ¨ , w s a u , ¨ , w q 2a Re u , ¨ .  .e X H1 2
0  :y 2a a u Re w u , ¨ du , 2.5 .  .  .H H3
yr
5 .5 2 5 .5 2 and satisfies u, ¨ , w G K u, ¨ , w . It is easy to verify throughe X2
.several applications of the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality that there exists
5 .5 2 5 .5 2  :  :K ) 0 such that u, ¨ , w F K u, ¨ , w , so that ? , ? and ? , ?e X e X3 3
are equivalent inner products on X. Next we prove the fundamental
dissipativeness inequality which will yield the desired stability result.
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that there exists K ) 0 such that4
yg 9 u F yK g u for yr F u - 0. 2.6 .  .  .4
Then a , a , and a can be chosen such that there exists v ) 0 for which1 2 3
 : 5 5 2Re Ax, x F yv x for all x g dom A.e e
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 .Proof. Let x s u, ¨ , w g dom A. Then
 :Re Ax , x e
dw0
s Re ¨ , yEAu y A g u w u du , ¨ q , u , ¨ , w .  .  .H e ; /duyr
dw0 25 5s Re a g u , w du y a E u .H V1 2 ; duyr V
0  :ya g u w u , u du .  .H V2
yr
02 25 5 5 5qa ¨ y a a u du ¨ .H H H2 3
yr
dw0
ya a u , ¨ du .H3 H ;duyr
0 0
ya a u y Eu y g j w j , w u du . 2.7 .  .  .  .  .H H3 V ; 5yr yr
0  .Before proceeding further, let us consider the term a H g u dwrdu ,1 yr
:w du . In order to justify integration by parts in the presence of singular-V
 . X . w xities of g u and g u at u s 0, we argue as in 8 . Specifically, observe
that
yedw 1 d0 25 5Re g u , w du s lim g u w u du , .  .  .H H VV ; qdu 2 dueo0yr yr
and that
ye1 d 25 5g u w u du .  .H V2 duyr
1 12 25 5 5 5s g ye w ye y g yr w yr .  .  .  .V V2 2
ye1 25 5y g 9 u w u du .  .H V2 yr
ye1 K42 25 5 5 5F g ye w ye y g u w u du . 2.8 .  .  .  .  .V H V2 2 yr
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Now using the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality we see that
21 1 dw025 5g ye w ye s g ye y du .  .  .V H2 2 duye V
21 du dw0 0
F g ye g u du .  .H H2 g u du . Vye ye
21 dw0 qF e g u du ª 0 as e o 0 . .H2 du Vye
 . 0  .  .:So from 2.8 it follows that Re a H g u dwrdu , w u du FV1 yr
 . 0  .5  .5 2ya K r2 H g u w u du . Now using several times the fundamentalV1 4 yr
 :  .5 5 2  .5 5 2inequality "Re x, y F er2 x q 1r2e y , together with the ob-
0  . : 0  .  . :servation that ReH a u dwrdu , ¨ du s ReH g u w u , ¨ du , weH Hyr yr
 .continue from 2.7 to get
 :Re Ax , x e
K e0 04 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5F ya g u w u duya E u qa g u du u .  .  .H V V H V1 2 22 2yr yr
1 0 02 2 25 5 5 5 5 5q a g u w u du q a ¨ y a a u du ¨ .  .  .H V H H H2 2 32e yr yr1
e 10 02 2 25 5 5 5q a g u du ¨ q a g u w u du .  .  .H H H H3 32 2eyr yr2
e 10 03 2 22 5 5 5 5q a E a u du u q a a u w u du .  .  .H V H V3 32 2eyr yr3
1 0 25 5q a a u w u du .  .H V3 2 yr
1 0 0 0 25 5q a a u du g u du g u w u du . .  .  .  .H H H V3 2 yr yr yr
Simplifying yields
 :Re Ax , x e
e 1 e0 01 3 25 5F y a y a g u du y a E a u du E u .  .H H V2 2 32 E 2yr yr
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e0 02 25 5y a a u du y a y a g u du ¨ .  .H H H3 2 3 2yr yr
K 1 1 14y a y a y a K y a r1 2 3 1 32 2e 2e 2e1 2 3
r 1 0 0
ya y a a u du g u du .  .H H3 32 2 yr yr
0 25 5= g u w u du . 2.9 .  .  .H V
yr
The positive constants e , e , e are arbitrary, and at this point the only1 2 3
requirement on the positive weights a , a , a from the equivalent norm1 2 3
is that a is sufficiently large. Thus, we can first specify a , a , and e1 2 3 2
such that
e0 02
a a u du y a y a g u du s c ) 0. .  .H H3 2 3 12yr yr
Then choose e and e sufficiently small so that1 3
e 1 e0 01 3
a y a g u du y a E a u du s c ) 0. .  .H H2 2 3 22 E 2yr yr
Finally, pick a sufficiently large so that1
K 1 1 1 r4
a y a y a K y a r y a1 2 3 1 3 32 2e 2e 2e 21 2 3
1 0 0
ya a u du g u du s c ) 0. .  .H H3 32 yr yr
 4  .Set c s min c , c , c , and from 2.9 it follows that1 2 3
c2 2 : 5 5 5 5Re Ax , x F yc x F y x . 2.10 .e X eK3
The result now follows with v s crK .3
The Lumer]Phillips theorem together with Theorem 2.2 implies that
 . 5  .5 yv tthe semigroup T t generated by A satisfies T t F e , and hencee
yv t5  .5  .T t F K rK e . We note that assumption 2.6 in Theorem 2.2’ .X 3 2
w xis exactly analogous to a condition in 17 and as such is not unexpected.
 .Further, assumption 2.6 is satisfied by the important class of weakly
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 .  lu < < p.singular kernels of the type g u s c e r u for 0 F p - 1, c ) 0,
l ) 0.
We now turn in the next section to consideration of an approximation
w x  :scheme developed in 8 . We will use the inner product ? , ? , to provee
that this approximation scheme is uniformly exponentially stable.
3. UNIFORM EXPONENTIAL STABILITY OF
APPROXIMATIONS
In this section we prove a uniform stability result for a semidiscrete
 .approximation scheme for 1.2 . Let us first recall this scheme, which is
w xdeveloped in 8 . Briefly, the scheme consists of two ``levels''}a discretiza-
 .tion of the spatial variable the spaces V, H, and the operator A , and a
 2  .discretization of the delay variable the space L yr, 0; V and theg
.operator drdu in the definition of A . To discretize the spatial variable,
for any integer N let V N be a finite dimensional subspace of V satisfying
the following approximation condition: for any f g V, there exists a
N N < N < N Nsequence f g V such that f y f ª 0 as N ª `. Let P and PV H V
 . Ndenote respectively the orthogonal projections of H and V onto V . The
N N above condition guarantees that P ª I and P ª I strong operatorV H
.convergence . To finish the spatial discretization, for each N define the
operator AN: V N ª V N by
 N :  : NA x , y s x , y , for all x , y g V .H V
The discretization of the delay variable is based on the averaging
w x w xscheme for delay equations introduced in 1 , and later used in 2 . For any
w x Minteger M, define a partition of yr, 0 by u s yirrM, i s 0, i, . . . , M.i
M  .Then, for i s 1, . . . , M, define basis functions E u byi
1, if u M F u F u MM i iy1E u s .i  0, elsewhere.
N , M  M M N 4 N, M NSet W s w g W: w s  w E , w g V , and set X s V =is1 i i i
V N = W N , M. The finite dimensional approximation of the operator A is
the operator A N, M: X N , M ª X N, M defined as follows. For x N, M s
 . N, M M M u, ¨ , w g X , with w s  w E to ease notational clutter, we dropis1 i i
N , M .the superscripts N, M and write w instead of w , seti i
A N , M x N , M
MM0N Ms ¨ , yA Eu q g u w u du , ¨ q w y w E , .  .  .H iy1 i i /ryr is1
3.1 .
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u MM iy1  .where we define w s 0. It is also useful to define g s H g u du andM0 i ui
u MM iy1  .a s H a u du for i s 1, . . . , M. This completes a brief description ofMi ui
w x N, Mthe approximation scheme in 8 . The operators A generate semi-
N , M  . w xgroups T t , and in 8 a semigroup convergence result is given.
In Theorem 3.1 we will prove the fundamental dissipative inequality
N, M  .needed to conclude that the semigroups T t are uniformly exponen-
tially stable. Before doing so, we make the following assumption. Given
Ã M .d ) 0, we assume that setting a ' 0Mq 1
M
M M MÃy g y g F yK 1 y d g , i s 1, . . . , M y 1, 3.2 . . .i iq1 4 ir
M
M M MÃa y a F 1 q d g , i s 1, . . . , M , 3.3 . . .i iq1 ir
 .  .for all sufficiently large M. Assumption 3.2 is a discrete version of 2.6 ,
 . X .  .and 3.3 amounts to a discretization of the fact that a u s g u . We now
give the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the weights a , a , and a are fixed as1 2 3
described in the proof of Theorem 2.2, with v equal to the resulting stability
 .  .  .exponent for the semigroup T t . Let d ) 0. If 3.2 and 3.3 hold, then for
 N, M :  .5 5 2all sufficiently large M, we ha¨e Re A x, x F y v y d x for alle e
x g X N , M.
N, M  . N, M M MProof. Let x s u, ¨ ,w g X , with w s  w E . Thenis1 i i
 N , M :Re A x , x e
0N Ns Re ¨ , yEA u y A g u w u du , ¨ .  .H yr
MM
Mq w y w E , u , ¨ , w .  . iy1 i i e;/r is1
M M0 2M 5 5s Re a g u w y w E , w du y a E u .  .H V V1 iy1 i i 2 ; ryr is1
0  :ya g u w u , u du .  .H V2
yr
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02 25 5 5 5qa ¨ y a a u du ¨ .H H H2 3
yr
M M0 Mya a u w y w E , ¨ du .  .H H3 iy1 i i ;ryr is1
0 0
ya a u y Eu y g j w j dj , w u du . 3.4 .  .  .  .  .H H3 V ; 5yr yr
Ã .This should be compared with 2.7 . Next observe that for any d ) 0, we
 .get by assumption 3.2 that
M M0 MRe a g u w y w E , w du .  .H V1 iy1 i i ;ryr is1
MM
M :s Re a g w y w , w V1 i iy1 i ir is1
MM 1 2 2M 5 5 5 5F a g w y w . V V1 i iy1 ir 2is1
My1a M1 2 2M M M5 5 5 5s y g w q g y g w .V VM M i iq1 i /2 r is1
MK4 2MÃ 5 5F ya 1 y d g w 3.5 . .  V1 i i2 is1
 .for all sufficiently large M. Also note that using assumption 3.3 we get
M M0 MyRe a u w y w E , ¨ du .  .H Hiy1 i i ;ryr is1
MM
M :s yRe a w y w , ¨ Hi iy1 ir is1
MM
M M  :s Re a y a w , ¨ . Hi iq1 ir is1
M Me 12 2 2M MÃ Ã5 5 5 5F 1 q d g ¨ q 1 q d g w , .  . H Hi i i2 2e2is1 is1
 .for arbitrary e ) 0. Thus, proceeding from 3.4 as in the proof of2
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Theorem 2.2 we get
 :Re Ax , x e
K 04 2 2Ã 5 5 5 5F ya 1 y d g u w u du y a E u .  . .H V V1 22 yr
e 01 25 5q a g u du u .H V2 2 yr
1 0 02 2 25 5 5 5 5 5q a g u w u duqa ¨ ya a u du ¨ .  .  .H V H H H2 2 32e yr yr1
e 02 2Ã 5 5q a 1 q d g u du ¨ . .H H3 2 yr
1 0 2Ã 5 5q a 1 q d g u w u du .  . .H H3 2e yr2
e 10 03 2 22 5 5 5 5q a E a u du u q a a u w u du .  .  .H V H V3 32 2eyr yr3
1 10 025 5q a a u w u du q a a u du .  .  .H V H3 32 2yr yr
0 0 25 5= g u du g u w u du . .  .  .H H V
yr yr
Collecting terms yields
 :Re Ax , x e
e 1 e0 01 3 25 5F y a y a g u du y a E a u du E u .  .H H V2 2 32 E 2yr yr
e0 02 2Ã 5 5y a a u du y a y a 1 q d g u du ¨ .  . .H H H3 2 3 2yr yr
K 1 1 14 Ã Ãy a 1 y d y a y a 1 q d K y a r .  .1 2 3 1 32 2e 2e 2e1 2 3
r 1 0 0 0 25 5ya y a a u du g u du g u w d du . 3.6 .  .  .  .  .H H H V3 32 2 yr yr yr
ÃSince for fixed d ) 0, we can obtain d as small as desired for sufficiently
 .  .  .large M, the result follows by comparing 3.6 with 2.9 and 2.10 .
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N, M  .From this theorem it follows that the semigroups T t are uniformly
exponentially stable with uniform stability exponent arbitrarily close to the
Ã .stability exponent v for T t . That is, for any d ) 0, there exits M such
that
5 N , M 5 y vyd . tT t F e for t G 0, . e
Ãfor all M G M and for all N. We conclude this section with a technical
 .  .lemma verifying that assumptions 3.2 and 3.3 hold for the class of
 . < < pweakly singular kernels g u s cr u , for 0 - p - 1, c ) 0.
p Ã . < <LEMMA 3.2. Let g u s cr u , for 0 - p - 1 and c ) 0. Gi¨ en d ) 0,
Ãthere exists M such that
M
M M MÃy g y g F yK 1 y d g , i s 1, . . . , M y 1, . .i iq1 4 ir
M
M M MÃa y a F 1 q d g , i s 1, . . . , M , . .i iq1 ir
Ãfor all M ) M.
Ã p . < <  .Proof. Let d ) 0 be given. Observe that g u s cr u satisfies 2.6 .
We have
u Miy1MÃ ÃK 1 y d g s K 1 y d g u du . .  .H4 i 4
Mui
u Miy1ÃF 1 y d g 9 u du . .H
Mui
M MÃs 1 y d g u y g u .  .  .iy1 i
pM 1 1Ãs c 1 y d y . 3.7 . . p p /r i y 1 i .  .
Now we observe that
p p
1r i y 1 y 1r i .  .
lim s 1. 3.8 .1yp 1yp 1ypiª` 2 i y i q 1 y i y 1 r 1 y p .  .  .  .
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Ã .  .From this it follows that there exists I s I d independent of M such
that for all i G I, we have
1 1Ã1 y d y . p p
i y 1 i .  .
1yp 1yp 1ypF 2 i y i q 1 y i y 1 1 y p . 3.9 .  .  .  .  .
 .Continuing from 3.7 , we have that for all i G I,
1yp 1yp 1ypp 2 i y i q 1 y i y 1M  .  .  .
MÃK 1 y d g F c .4 i  /r 1 y p
M M Mu uiy1 is g u du y g u du .  .H H 5M Mr u ui iq1
M
M Ms g y g . 3.10 .i iq1r
ÃOn the other hand, since I is independent of M, we can pick M
Ãsufficiently large so that for M ) M,
u Miy1MÃ ÃK 1 y d g s K 1 y d g u du . .  .H4 i 4
Mui
1yp 1yp 1ypp 2 i y i q 1 y i y 1M  .  .  .
F c  /r 1 y p
M
M Ms g y g ,i iq1r
 .  .for i s 1, . . . , I. Hence 3.2 holds. The argument for 3.3 is similar.
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